
 

IMPORTANT VIDEOS PACKET 
1. Caroline Thalasinos, a person associated with this Missouri-based location, told NBC that their intention 
was to be “extremely lightheaded and funny”. Several characters from this place appeared on The Ellen 
Show, during which they promoted Ellen’s version of this location. A woman in this location promotes the 
value of a certain textile which is commonly used to make (*) jeans. One character in this location with blonde 
hair timidly references getting oneself an outfit, while another character holds a certain pink-laced item while yelling 
“New shoes!”. A character dressed in black advertising this location repeatedly holds up a pair of scissors while 
singing “Haircut!”. For 10 points, name this mall where customers can get good deals on “back to school” items, 
according to an Important ad.  
ANSWER: East Hills Mall <KK> 
 
2. The statement that preceded this term in its original form can be roughly translated as “Mom and Dad 
have got a new baby and they aren’t doing anything to you anymore!”. The source video for this term first 
gained popularity when it was posted to /r/youtubehaiku, despite its initial obscurity when it was posted by 
revergo. The inspiration for this term was a low-budget knock-off film of The (*) Land Before Time, created by 
Dingo Pictures. One example of this motif quotes a song containing verses like “It’s the hap-happiest season of all”. 
The final instance of this motif in Important Videos features three differently-colored heads shouting the title phrase 
to the tune of the “Ghostbusters” theme. For 10 points, name this non-sequitur word shouted by a Tyrannosaurus 
Rex named Oro in the first Important Video.  
ANSWER: “Yee” <KK> 
 
3. An Important Video features a still of this person with a sign saying “I [heart] U Sloan” in the background. 
This man appeared as an imaginary dad in the YouTube-inspired Fred: The Movie, while in a more famous 
appearance he played a casual partner of Amy Schumer in Trainwreck. This man has described himself both 
as a “Doctor of Thuganomics” and a “goody two-shoes Superman”. A subreddit created to honor this figure 
is titled (*) r/unexpected[this man]. In his most famous appearance, a salty husband uses this man to take revenge 
on his wife during the Z Morning Zoo radio show. Contrary to popular belief, this man was never a part of the 
United States Marine Corps. For 10 points, name this subject of a prank call in the final Important Video, a 
world-famous WWE wrestler.  
ANSWER: John Cena <KK> 
 
4. Between two utterances of this word, an “uhr-uhr-uhr; uhr-uhr” in the original English version of a scene 
is replaced with a “kwak-kwak” by performer Gordon Hurd in the Important Videos version. On a video 
titled with this word, supermario18 comments “Akira Toryama [sic] decided to continue the dragon ball 
sagas, this time with a character in your honor” in a wall of text opening with “wow [this word] dude, really, 
that’s very cool.”. A Verticalmule video titled for this word links to another video in which (*) Yui and Gendo 
say this word in unison. The song “Good, or Don’t Be,” an alteration of “A Cruel Angel’s Thesis,” plays in the 
background of his video titled for this word. It is said 11 times by a clapping Black man in a suit in that video meant 
to pastiche the linked “EVA ending.” For 10 points, name this word printed on a computer screen with confetti, 
which Big Man Tyrone uses to tell you you did a good job. 
ANSWER: “Congratulations” [or congrats; award no points to whatever weeaboo answers with “omedetou” 
because all the clues are from English videos] <CS; Congratulations!> 
 
[Note to Moderator: when the word comes up, read “DUMB” very loudly] 
5. This song opens with a drum solo as follows: two strikes each on a tom, a floor tom, bass drum, and two 
with both sticks on the snare. Jess Leto wants you to know that she is the “subtle” background “aaahhhs” in 

 



 

this song. The first line of this song ends “they are DUMB!!!” Dave the Rapper raps both “I sit in my room 
playing bass guitar” and “I sit in my room and (*) masturbate” in this song. After this song ends, one of the title 
figures says “this is very disrespectful” after asking “did you just flip me off?” to her Ron Weasley look-alike son. 
For 10 points, name this OnYourComputer “hit rock rap anthem” about how mom and dad aren’t cool. 
ANSWER: “Parents Suck” <CS> 
 
6. The word “controlled” appears in a square of this color on the white shirt of a man who tries to tell you 
how to eat a Big Mac. This is the color of the shirt of the first kid to appear on screen in “HERE I COME I 
AM CINNAMON.” A baby and a cat of this color watch a Rube Goldberg in an Important Video. The clock, 
the large bowl and counter in “cooking by the book remix ft lil jon'' are this color. One of the two (*) “idiots” 
in “David Blaine Street Magic Part 2” pees a soda of this color. A Ru Paul’s Drag Race clip on the playlist centers 
on the quote “girl look how [this color] you f--ing look girl.”  For 10 points, give the wrong color of the citrus fruit 
named by a Family Feud contestant when asked for a yellow one. 
ANSWER: orange <CS> 
 
7. This man wears a long black robe in a video in which he nods and repeats a muffled “yes” while another 
man stabs a doll with a pocket knife. To provide a certain service to another woman wearing a sign reading in 
part “I need a boob - job,” This man pays that Hitler-Heiling “gay Nazi doctor”  with money he obtains from 
a woman in a white shirt and chains. In another appearance, this man is sentence-mixed to say (*) “jet fuel 
can’t melt stale memes.” YouTube user “Randall Terry” uploaded a piece of “street theater” set in front of the White 
House titled “Render Unto [this man]”; according to a comment, that video in which this man whips a “Tax Payer 
[sic]”  is “brought to you by Frankfurt and Sons Street Abortions Inc.” For 10 points, name this first black president 
of the United States.  
ANSWER: Barack Hussein Obama II [or Barack Hussein Obama II; accept “Render Unto Obama”  or “Obama 
on 911”] <CS> 
 
8. In a sequel video, this person is buried, along with “le,” “arrow to the knee,” and “the cake is a lie,” in a 
“Dead Joke Cemetery.” As an older character rubs his shoulders, yellow lightning patterns flash as the screen 
turns to red over this character after making a phone call in seinfeldspitstain’s most popular video.  This 
character and his father are told “I am going to make a delicious dinner meal [sic]” by his mother, who is just 
a (*) 2-D picture. His father points a gun at him as they watch TV following the instruction to “bond with me.”He 
exclaims “the pizza is aggressive” before that pizza zips back across the room and decapitates his father Hugh in an 
eponymous “Happy Family Happy Hour” video.. For 10 points, name this title “Boy Genius” of a no longer running 
Nickelodeon series. 
ANSWER: Jimmy Nutrin [or Jimmy Neutron; accept any underlined portion] <CS> 
 
9. Description acceptable. Epic Games preemptively sued the man who plays this character over a 
cease-and-desist letter concerning one of their emotes. In a TV performance, this character ripped off his 
usual outfit to reveal a sparkling purple version of it while Haddaway’s “What Is Love?” played in the 
background. This character played by Matt Geiler originally appeared on the (*) KXVO news channel in 
Omaha, Nebraska. Various clips show this character performing to songs such as the Kahoot theme song and 
“Spooky Scary Skeletons”. For 10 points, name this character who originally danced to the Ghostbusters theme with 
a certain Halloween object over his head.  
ANSWER: the Pumpkin Dance Man (accept reasonable equivalents) <KK> 
 
10. In a non-Important video, this character demands "put me back in the simulation" to a character on a 
giant screen who identifies herself as God. That video ends with this character swallowing the universe with a 
vacuum sound and transcending reality. In an Important Video, this character changes the animation style 

 



 

with a cracking sound after telling another character (*) “you’re going into orbit”. This character’s name is 
frequently misspelled and garbled by a man who claims this character is “eating them out of house and home.” This 
character twice answers “I ate those food” to questions about missing meals before burping the third time. For 10 
points, what poorly animated character says “I eat Jon, its what I do” to his owner before eating “lasaga” in an 
Important Video? 
ANSWER: Garfielf [do not accept or prompt on “Garfield”] <ES> 

 


